
Our packaging for your success



Optipack GmbH is one of Europe‘s leading manufacturers of PS and PP cups as well as PET preforms for the food industry. Whether 
cups for dairy products, ready meals, snacks, dried fruit or cereals, we have the right solution. Our analysis methods and simulation 
models reveal potential savings in cup weight or optimisation of pallet utilisation.

AUFFALLEND ANDERS

 

Strikingly different on point of sale!



In the so-called „wet-on-wet“ printing process, white or transparent cups 
can be printed with up to eight spot colours and up to 600 cycles per 
minute in a single printing process. An automated set-up process allows 
fast format and diameter changes..

High performance with sophisticated design

DIREKT PRINTING

The basis for our Desto cup is a plastic lightweight cup made of PS, PP 
or PET. The cup is completely wrapped with a cardboard banderole up 
to the sealing edge and printed with a maximum of six colours in an 
offset process. The result is an aesthetic cup with up to 40% reduced 
plastic content.  

The less plastic the better

DESTO



To produce a sleeved cup, a shrink sleeve is applied to a white or trans-
parent cup and then subjected to hot steam in a so-called steam tunnel. 
Sleeves are printed using a combined offset/gravure printing process and 
gravure printing. Almost the entire body of the cup can be used as a prin-
ting surface.

For a decoration independent of geometry

SLEEVE

In this segment, round cups can be decorated with a self-adhesive la-
bel based on carrier tape. On request, bottom labelling of the cup is 
also possible. The labels are printed using the EB offset printing process. 
Paper and PP film with a lamination in white and transparent can be used 
as label face material.

Variable for individual use

LABEL



We owe our success and experience to our customers. These brands trust us!

OUR CUSTOMERS



Two sites in Germany

INTERNATIONAL COMMITMENT

Visit us on the Internet at: www.optipack.de

Optipack GmbH m An den Breiten m D - 01454 Leppersdorf
Tel. +49 3528 434-8501 m Fax +49 3528 434-8509

Optipack GmbH m Zollerstraße 7 m D - 86850 Aretsried
Tel. +49 8236 999-501 m Fax +49 8236-999-678

Location Leppersdorf Location Aretsried


